 whether they worked in a private or public (hospital, government or non-government organization) practice setting
 if their service was located in a metropolitan, regional, rural or remote setting in Australia  about the nature of the service, i.e., whether they conduct general developmental assessments or only ASD assessments  whether they work as a sole practitioner or as part of a multidisciplinary team. Respondents then described the nature of collaboration within the multidisciplinary team, or with external agencies or professionals.
Diagnostic
Practice.
 the number and length of assessment sessions they conduct for ASD assessments  whether the assessments include multiple informants, such as parent and teacher, over multiple settings  specific details about the assessment measures that they include in diagnostic assessments for ASD.
Outcomes.
 the number assessments that their service had conducted in the 12 months prior to the survey  the percentage of the assessments that had resulted in an ASD diagnoses.
 the frequency of Social (Pragmatic) Communication Disorder diagnoses in their service  whether they had ever diagnosed ASD when an individual did not meet diagnostic criteria for the diagnosis.
